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Virginia Nurses Association Members
Elected to National Offices

f lorence Jones
clarK

r ebecca bowers
lanier

At the recent meetings of the Center for American
Nurses and the American Nurses Association, three

Virginia Nurses Association (VNA) members were
elected to serve on these national boards.
Teresa M. Haller, RN, MSN, MBA was elected to
the Center for American Nurses board in the capacity
of treasurer. Terri is the current president of the
Virginia Nurses Association. Her campaign platform
emphasized her experience with long term financial
and strategic planning and her goal of helping the
Center with goods and services that will “land in the
laps of nurses” not only in Virginia but across the
nation.
Rebecca Bowers Lanier EdD, RN was elected to
the board of the Center for American Nurses in the
capacity of director at large. Becky is a past president
of the Virginia Nurses Association and currently
works in government relations with a concentration
on not for profit health care groups. Becky stated

Virginia Nursing Hall of Fame
by Corinne F. Dorsey, Chairman History Committee
The VNA is now accepting nominations for
inductions into the next class of the Virginia Nursing
Hall of Fame. This notice is presented as a reminder of
the two classes previously inducted into the Virginia
Nursing Hall of Fame in 2001 and 2005.
Our virtual Hall of Fame is located at: www.
library.vcu.edu/tml/speccoll/nursing/ where more
information and photographs of those inducted will be
found.
The first 10 inductees were:
Sadie Heath Cabiness
Carrie Marie Sharp
Nora Spencer Hamner
Ethel M. Smith
Virginia Henderson
Adah Thoms
Nanie J. Minor
Nancy Vance
Agnes Dillard Randolph
Phyllis Verhonick
The following is a list of the members of the class of
2005 with a brief sketch about each:

Hazle Elizabeth Blakeney influenced the education
of numerous students even before she moved to Virginia
in 1954. In that year she came to Norfolk to develop a
new Department of Nursing at the Norfolk Division of
Virginia State College, now Norfolk State University.
There she organized an innovative two-year program
leading to an associate degree in nursing, the second
to be offered in Virginia. The program, accepted as one
of the pilot schools in the research project directed by
Dr. Mildred Montag of Teachers College, Columbia
University, was approved by the Virginia Department
of Education and by the Virginia State Board of
Examiners of Nurses. Through her efforts Virginians of
all races have greater access to the nursing profession.
Mildred Lawrence Bradshaw was first and
foremost a leader. From her local, state, national, and
international professional activities to her role as
educator and administrator, Bradshaw exhibited her
considerable leadership skills and left her mark on
professional nursing in Virginia. Her concern about the
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in her platform that she hopes to bring creative
thinking skills to the Center’s board and to ensure
that the needs of nursing for the future will be met.
At the American Nurses Association House of
Delegates, Florence Jones Clark, MS, BSN, RN was
elected to the board of the ANA in the capacity of
director at large. Florence, with the assistance of
her campaign manager Becky Bowers Lanier, ran a
robust and memorable campaign with her signature
slogan “Go with Flo.” Florence pledged to ensure that
ANA continues to be a strong voice for all of nursing
and to ensure that it continues to evolve as an
organization that can meet the needs of nurses now
and in the future,
The VNA is proud to have three of its leaders
recognized for their accomplishments and abilities
to impact the future of nursing. Please join us in
congratulating them! They look forward to hearing
from you all and carrying your ideas and issues
forth to the national level. ◆

quality and quantity of nursing care available in post
World War II Virginia, led her to take steps to develop
schools of practical nursing in the Commonwealth.
Bradshaw was a role model for many and a mentor to
a number of nurses who went on to become leaders
themselves. Bradshaw inspired associates and students
to give their best to any assignment in such a way that
she was rarely disappointed with the outcomes.
Betty Harlowe Breeden had a profound influence
on the health status of Virginia citizens that extended
well beyond Charlottesville where she practiced nursing
for forty-eight years. A pioneer in the area of quality
assurance, utilization review, and risk management,
Breeden developed the role of the risk management
director at the University of Virginia and established a
department that was frequently copied by other health
care organizations throughout the Commonwealth. Her
interests spanned a broad spectrum of health care from
nursing supervision and administration to nursing
education and health care quality.
Josephine McLeod, a lifelong educator and nursing
administrator, was the second of three outstanding
women who served as Secretary-Treasurer of the
Virginia State Board of Examiners of Nurses for a
total of fifty years. Following in the steps of Ethel
Smith, McLeod shaped the practice of nursing in the
Commonwealth in the period surrounding World War II
and further refined the leadership role of the SecretaryTreasurer position for her successor Mabel Montgomery
to uphold. During her tenure as Superintendent of
Nurses at the University of Virginia Hospital she both
elevated the educational standards and revitalized the
practice of nursing.
(continued on page 2)
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President’s Message
In the past few issues of
the Virginia Nurses Today, you
have seen articles on the topic
of nurse staffing, and nurse
to patient ratios. You are
probably also familiar with the
material on ANA’s web-site:
w w w.safestaffingsaveslives.
org, where ANA provides
information
on
the
complexities of nurse staffing
and posts updates on national
T eresa h aller
and state–level advances in
related nurse staffing policy.
In Virginia, we have been
working hard for several years to call attention
to the nursing shortage and nurse staffing. We’ve
had several important successes. We’ve secured
money for nurse scholarships and increased
faculty salaries. We’ve also advanced the cause of
establishing an entity to track and report RN and
healthcare workforce data. The Department of Health
Professions has received Workforce Investment Board
funding to establish a healthcare workforce office
that will collect, monitor and report on workforce
supply and demand data. The Department is
currently putting together the infrastructure to do
this important work. Thinking ahead though, it has
been four years since the SCHEV study revealed the
gap in RN supply and demand in Virginia. What if
the next study finds that the gap has widened?
There are several initiatives underway that will
help to plan the best course of action regarding nurse
staffing in Virginia. First, I am pleased to share that
the VNA has created a Safe Staffing Task Force.
This task force will be comprised of 10-12 nurses
who will represent a wide variety of practice settings
and will represent every region of the state. The task
force’s mission will be to advise the VNA position
on safe staffing levels and how best to achieve this
position. The task force will become familiar with the

literature on the topic and will hear expert testimony
from nurse employers, advocacy organizations and
key stakeholders.
Second, VNA, in partnership with the Virginia
Partnership for Nurses (VPN) and the Legislative
Coalition of Virginia Nurses (LCVN) will be holding
an education day on Saturday, October 25th.
The focus of this education day will be on nurse
staffing (see registration information in this issue
of the VNT). The planned speakers for the day will
provide you with an overview of nurse staffing policy
initiatives across the nation, as well as the latest
trends in measuring nursing workload intensity
and the connection to reimbursement. The day will
conclude with a history of staffing policy efforts in
Virginia and an update on the work of the VNA Safe
Staffing Task Force. It should be an informative,
exciting day and I hope many of you will attend.
We have learned that some of the best work
that has been done nationally to address worker
shortages, is work that is done collaboratively
involving key stakeholders. The third initiative
involves a collaboration between VNA, the Virginia
Hospital and Healthcare Association (VHHA) and the
Virginia Organization of Nurse Executives (VONE)
to develop a position paper, authored by all three
organizations, on the topic of nurse staffing.
It seems that none of these efforts is underway
too soon. A report released by the Association of
Academic Health Centers (AAHC) is a recent addition
to the list of publications that sounds the alarm
over impending workforce shortages in healthcare.
While we at VNA are all too familiar with the facts
and figures regarding the nursing shortage, we also
understand the impact that shortages among other
professions within the healthcare team, will mean
for both patient care and for nursing.
The AAHC report is titled “Out of Order, Out of
Time: The State of the Nation’s Health Workforce”
(www.aahcdc.org), and makes a compelling case
for making the health workforce a priority domestic
policy issue. Why “Out of order and Out of Time”?
The report cites a history of de-centralized decision
making in health workforce education, planning,
development and policy making as the reason for
the dysfunction in existing (or lacking) public and
private health workforce policy and infrastructure.
Therefore, our history to create and sustain a
healthcare workforce has largely been Out of Order.
And, the report claims, we may be Out of Time.
Looming socioeconomic forces are accelerating the
costs and consequences of our collective failure to
act effectively to achieve and sustain an adequate
health care workforce. I could not agree more. Our
efforts to look at nurse staffing will undoubtedly also
lead us to working with all healthcare workers. ◆
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Mabel E. Montgomery, an outstanding educator
and administrator, was the third of a triumvirate
of leaders who served as Secretary-Treasurer of the
Virginia Board of Examiners of Nurses for fifty years
beginning in 1920. Following in the footsteps of Ethel
Smith and Josephine McLeod, Montgomery made
her mark on Virginia nursing through her work with
the Board of Examiners. She has the distinction of
serving as a member of the Board for almost thirty
years, longer than any other person. In 1970 with the
reenactment of the Virginia Nurse Practice Act, she
became the first Executive Secretary for the renamed
Virginia State Board of Nursing. ◆
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Executive Director’s Communiqué
As I write this mid-July,
it is exciting to think of all
the things that are ahead for
you in the fall. Districts are
gearing up for their legislative
functions.
The
Delegate
Assembly and election of new
officers will be upon us. VNA
has appointed a Safe Staffing
Advisory Council that will
meet in mid-September. On
October 25, The Virginia
Susan Motley
Nurses
Association,
along
with the Legislative Coalition
of Virginia Nurses and the
Virginia Partnership for Nursing will host Education
Day on the topic of safe staffing. The Virginia Nurses
Foundation is hosting a Gala that evening honoring
Excellence in raising funds for nursing scholarships
and research grants. Mark your calendars now! You
will not want to miss any of these exciting events.
Please check out www.virgininurses.com often for
details and additions to the calendar of events. If
your district or nursing specialty group has an
event that you would like posted on VNA’s website,
please do not hesitate to email me at smotley@
virginianurses.com.
Throughout this issue of the VNT, you will find
articles and information about the 2008 ANA House

of Delegates. This was quite an event, and this year
included a personal visit from Senator Clinton who
gave an in-depth talk to the delegates regarding
health care reform and the role for nurses in it. As
most of you may know, Senator Clinton’s late motherin-law was a nurse anesthetist and her presidential
campaign garnered a great deal of support from
RNs and ANA president, Becky Patton. Senator
Obama called in the next day, on his way to a joint
appearance with Senator Clinton in Unity, New
Hampshire. This added excitement and buzz to the
event, as well as an unusually early start time to the
proceedings. A big thank you to VNA’s delegates who
worked very hard to make sure your best interests
were being served at the House of Delegates: Esther
Condon, Pam DeGuzman, Terri Gaffney, Jan Garnett,
Terri Haller, Louise Hileman, Ronette Langhorne,
Becky Bowers Lanier, and alternates Shirley Gibson
and Sallie Eissler. Certainly a highlight for Virginia
was having our outstanding leadership in the state
recognized with a lifetime membership bestowed on
Pam Cipriano and the election of Florence JonesClark to the ANA Board of Directors. Congratulations
to both of you!
Prior to the ANA House of Delegates, the Center
for American Nurses hosted year two of their popular
Lead Summit. By all measures it was a huge success.
During the business portion of the Center Meeting,

Virginia leadership was again recognized: Terri
Haller was elected to the Center board of directors in
the capacity of Treasurer, and Becky Bowers-Lanier
was elected to an at-large position on the board.
One of them also placed third in a dance contest
held by the Center and the first person to email me
at smotley@virginianurses.com correctly guessing
who it was, gets a free registration to Education Day
10/25. You are not eligible if you were there and
witnessed the contest.
There are changes ahead for the structure of
both the ANA and the Center as these organizations
strive to continue to meet the needs of nurses in a
changing workforce/workplace environment. Both
are looking at membership opportunities, new and
different ways to deliver the knowledge network that
nurses are seeking, and to be the strong voice for
nursing that is so important. It is great that we have
leadership in place to represent Virginia. We can be
confident that we will be informed of these changes
as they occur and have the chance to be “early
adopters.” There has never been a better time to be a
member of VNA!
Finally, I would be remiss if I did not take the time
to thank the Center and ANA staff, many of whom
are members of VNA, for their tremendous work
over this past year to put plans in place to serve the
nurses of the future. THANK YOU! ◆
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Nursing Education
Learning What it Takes to be a Nurse Educator
by Jennifer Matthews, Commissioner of Nursing
Education
It is not a secret… there is a
national shortage of nurses and
it exists in Virginia—or—where
there is no shortage, there is no
excess of RNs either. The last
study of the Commonwealth’s
situation was by the State
Council of Higher Education
in Virginia (SCHEV) in 2004.
There are 38 schools of nursing
preparing students (ADN, Dipl,
BSN) for the RN-NCLEX exam
and 10 schools that educate Jennifer M atthews
nurses at the master level (MSN);
there are more than 70 schools
for practical nursing (LPN).
Without change, the supply of FTE RNs in Virginia
is projected to be 47,000 by 2020 and the demand is
projected to be 70,000—or a shortfall of 32% (SCHEV,
2004a, p. 12). SHEV and Virginia nurse educators
provide recommendations addressing the issue and
shortfall in supply. Several critical factors include the
capacity to educate qualified applicants to schools of
nursing. Elements of this factor are the ‘bricks and
mortar’ limitations of the numbers of classrooms
and clinical teaching facilities; the other element is
a treasured resource—the number of FACULTY to
teach in the schools of nursing. One recommendation
is: To recruit and maintain a qualified nurse faculty
workforce through the support and creation of Nursing
Education Certificate programs that prepare clinically
educated nurses to assume roles as general faculty
(SCHEV, 2004b, p. 3).
This recommendation to prepare clinically educated
nurses as faculty has piqued the interest of registered
nurses with baccalaureate or master degrees. What
is not included in this, is the HOW to become a nurse
faculty member. How does one sort through the
possibilities of becoming a nurse educator? What are
the types of positions for nurse educators? How can
I explore whether I am suitable for the challenges—
without giving up my current position?
A basic qualification for a nurse educator is the
educational preparation of the registered nurse. For
practical schools of nursing, the preferred degree is
the bachelors in nursing (BSN) or a bachelor degree in
a related area. For associate degree (ADN) and diploma
programs, the nurse should have a graduate degree,
preferably in nursing (MSN). For the baccalaureate
program, each faculty member must have a graduate
degree and at minimum a bachelor in nursing (BSN)
(VA BON). To be an educator for masters students and
in doctoral programs, one must have a terminal (end)
degree and that is a doctorate in nursing (PhD, DNSc,
DNP).

Now… having the qualifications is one step, but,
then what? As a practicing nurse in a hospital, longterm care setting, or in a variety of other settings, one
becomes more and more proficient in the clinical skills
and judgment and evolves to an expert clinician. Can
this accumulation of skills and knowledge transfer well
to the educator role? What can enhance the nurse’s
success in a nurse educator role? These are important
questions and will be answered as we discover what
types of nurse educator roles are available for the
practicing clinical nurse to become involved in to test
his or her acumen for educating others to become
nurses or advance nurses.
The types of positions that can be ‘nurse educator’
roles are wonderfully varied and the challenges include:
• The Unit or service-based clinical nurse educator
has the responsibilities of maintaining and
upgrading direct care nurses’ clinical knowledge
and competencies and to help develop evidencebased practice via contributions to research
initiatives.
• The Clinical nurse educator is responsible for the
orientation of new graduate nurses and manages
their development and progress as novice nurses
for about a year.
• The Preceptor is usually a skilled, competent
clinical nurse who coaches-moulds novice nurses
as these new nurses adjust to their clinical roles.
Other nurses who benefit from a preceptor are
transferring nurses who need orientation to a new
unit and pattern of care delivery.
• An Adjunct clinical faculty (campus laboratory)
assists faculty in development of the student’s
dexterity, psychomotor skills, and approaches
to patient care in a controlled laboratory and in
simulated case scenarios. The campus faculty rate
and score students in campus testing situations.
Often campus faculty continue a clinical practice
so their skills are current.
• Adjunct clinical faculty (practicum)—the nurse is
often a nurse who practices on the unit where the
clinical rotation is assigned and, with approval of
unit management, is in a contract from 6 weeks
to 14 weeks with the school of nursing to teach
on one or two units while maintaining practice
status at the clinical facility. The adjunct clinical
faculty is responsible for the clinical experience
of a clinical group of nursing students, usually
6 to 10 students, in a practicuum setting.
The clinical faculty person is responsible for
reinforcing learning of the student with skills that
build sequentially, first practiced in a controlled
campus laboratory, in a simulation module, and
then in a ‘live’ clinical setting. Often there are
informal written assignments and a formal graded
assignment; this position requires organizational
skills and time management. This position is
often the deciding factor for a nurse considering a
career in nursing education.

• An Adjunct part-time faculty is for a nurse who
continues full time in the clinical practice but
brings a unique expertise to the classroom;
this could be expertise in critical care nursing,
wellness
and
complementary
therapies,
emergency
preparedness
nursing,
nursing
administration, care management, and others.
This faculty member is responsible for the
design, course management, instruction in
course content, assignment of projects with the
scoring, communications with students and
communication with supervising faculty member,
and the submission of the final course grades.
• Full time status as a faculty member may come
as a 9-month, 10-month, or 12-month contract.
In addition to a teaching assignment of about 24
credit hours an academic year, full time status
faculty members are responsible for advising
students in the student’s academic program, the
curriculum, governance, and operation of the
program of nursing. These functions are divided
among standing committees and the full faculty
committee. Usually, full time faculty serve on
at least one committee external to the school of
nursing: the parent college, university, or campus
school. There is a hierarchy in faculty positions:
instructor/lecturer, assistant professor, associate
professor, and full professor. The appointment
to each position depends on the requirements
established at the college and usually includes
aspects such as the faculty member’s level
of education, length of time in an academic
community, and contributions to the college,
community, and profession.
The question remains: Can one transfer clinical
‘know-how’ to the educator role? What can enhance
the nurse’s success in a nurse educator role? The
response is “YES!” and the best way to discover this
is to begin by assisting in education initiatives at your
place of employment by becoming a preceptor and seek
feedback and guidance not only from your preceptee,
but also from your unit manager and an experienced
clinical nurse educator. At the same time, actively
explore options and enroll in general undergraduate or
graduate education courses at a local college, university,
or through an accredited on-line college. (Much is to
be learned in general courses addressing the Adult
Learner, Technology and the Classroom, Curriculum
Development, Teaching Strategies and Motivation, and
many more). Nurses with master degrees can take
post-masters courses in nursing education and work
toward a Certificate in Nursing Education. Generally
these programs are 12 to 20 credits; many include online courses for some or all of the credit requirements.
In Virginia, there are several universities which
conveniently offer a Master in Nursing Education or the
post masters Certificate. Several examples are George
Mason University (www.gmu.edu) at 15 credits, James
Madison University (www.jmu.edu) at 20 credits (mostly
hosted on-line), Old Dominion University (www.odu.edu)
at 15 credits, Shenandoah University (www.su.edu) at
12 credits (and online beginning in the Spring 2009),
and Virginia Commonwealth University (www.vcu.edu)
15 credits.
As you explore and are exposed to components and
aspects of education, you will develop a sense of whether
this is for you or whether your calling is clinical and at
the bedside of patients. Begin writing down what you
believe about a personal philosophy of education—and
of nursing—and about your experiences as a student/
novice nurse/educator. From your writings, look for a
theme, an emotion, and feeling that will help guide you
to a decision about a career path in nursing education.
By all means, talk with educators and faculty members
about their work, responsibilities, perceptions, rewards
and emotions that are so closely tied to educating
someone to be a NURSE—someone who is able to carry
on one of the world’s greatest professions.
Jennifer Matthews, Ph.D, ACNS-BC is an Associate
Professor at Shenandoah University in Winchester.
She is a Clinical Nurse Specialist in Adult Health,
and maintains her clinical skills at Warren Memorial
Hospital in Front Royal. She encourages nurses across
the Commonwealth to talk with faculty and schools of
nursing about teaching and learning opportunities in
nursing education. ◆
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Practice Information
The Communications Doctor Offers Remedies For 11
Things That Hurt Women’s Career Success
by Susanne E. Gaddis Phd
Nursing has always been a field dominated by
women. According to the U.S. Department of Health
and Human services, 94 percent of the nation’s
nurses are women. In order to succeed at work, it
is important to be conscious of behaviors. Here are
eleven common behaviors women often engage in
that prevent their success. While this list is geared
towards women, it will also serve as a useful tool for
the male nurse.
•
We don’t ask . . . therefore we don’t get
While men in the workplace often step up to the
plate and ask for what they want, female colleagues
frequently sit on the bench only to watch and fall
behind in the game. Women let promotions, raises
and better benefits slip through their hands because
they never ask for them. You’ll never score a homerun
if you don’t step up to the plate and ask for the pitch.
Men are more likely to be assertive and direct with
higher-ups. Therefore, they are more likely to get
what they want than women. When women do decide
to ask, they often ask the wrong people. Many women
will seek assurance from friends and colleagues
before asking. If your name is on the roster, don’t
hesitate to play the game.
•
We procrastinate
When women step up to the plate, often times
it’s too late. Not only does procrastination create
unnecessary stress, it also puts you behind in the
game. Many women and men experience what
is termed “approach-avoidance” behavior. This
is when you know what has to be done but you
avoid it. Or, you get stuck in analysis paralysis,
where you calculate every outcome before moving
forward. Procrastination may seem like an innocent
habit, however knowledge without action can lead
to depression. Don’t be a bench warmer in the
workplace. Step up to bat now. The longer you avoid
what needs to be done, the more it affects selfesteem, self-confidence and ultimately your success.
•
We say “I’m sorry”
Unlike men, women have a tendency to overuse
the phrase “I’m sorry” in the workplace. Not only do
women say “I’m sorry” to apologize for what they’ve
done, they also apologize for other people’s actions
as well. Don’t bath yourself in other people’s dirty
water. Also know that when you apologize your word
choice is critical. Rather than saying “I’m sorry”
consider action words such as “I regret,” “I apologize
for” or “forgive me for” which are more direct and
meaningful. Save the “I’m sorry” for when you’re
shopping for a Hallmark card, not when you’re in the
workplace.
•
We say “I’ll try”
The difference between saying “I’ll try” and “I will”
can be the difference between failure and success. By
saying “I’ll try” you set the stage for procrastination.
By saying “I will” you create a mental commitment to
yourself, which ensures you will achieve your goal.
In addition, by telling others that you “will try,” you
communicate a sense of doubt. “I will” communicates
a sense of certainty.
•

We’re not selective with whom we spend our
time
Face it—sometimes you end up in the company
of people who are more negative than positive.
Ultimately, this reflects upon you. Our relationships
are our base network. They need to be strong and

encouraging. Most people have a tendency to stay in
a relationship when the perceived benefits outweigh
the perceived costs. Think about what happens
when you get back less than you give. Don’t waste
energy on relationships that are counterproductive.
Find people who encourage you, challenge you and
motivate you to succeed. Remember that sour grapes
make for bad wine and a spoiled party.
•
We use non-verbals that don’t work
Non-verbal communication conveys up to 90
percent of a message. By using strong and powerful
non-verbals you can enhance your image and
create the positively visible image you want. On
average, women take up less space than men so it is
important to claim your space. Rather than putting
your hands in your lap, put them up on the desk.
Rather than sitting along the wall at a meeting, sit
at the table. If you have a desk at work, position it
so you face the door and can easily greet those
who walk in. Avoid using counterproductive nonverbals like eye rolling and fake smiles. People can
misinterpret them or become distracted. It is also
important to be direct with your non-verbals. By
making eye contact, nodding your head and keeping
an open posture you’ll make a positive impression.
•
We criticize ourselves
Do you speak negatively about yourself? If so, it
can hurt your self-esteem and impact the way people
view you. Approximately 70 to 90 percent of the
words our brain processes are unusable or negative.
According to the Zeigarnik effect, people remember
more negative events than positive ones. Therefore,
when you talk negatively about yourself it sticks like
a wad of gum on a shoe. If you can’t say something
nice about yourself, don’t say anything at all.
•
We over-communicate
Are you a talkaholic? Women use about
3,000 to 4,000 more words per day than our
male counterparts. While communication is
critical for success, too much talky-talky can be
counterproductive. When you ramble, people become
distracted and confused. You also can loose the idea
you were trying to communicate. It is more important
to be clear and concise with your communication.
Why use more words than necessary?
•
We over-commit
Many working women feel pressured to succeed
at everything. However, remember that if you bite
off a large chunk, you’re going to be chewing on
it for a long time. You will put yourself in a better
position if you are successful at a few tasks rather
than mediocre at many. Say no just as much as you

say yes. When asked to take on a new task, take a
step back and breathe! Evaluate your personal and
professional schedule to find a comfortable balance.
•
We don’t provide 3-step positive feedback
What are you doing to create a “good old girl
network?” It is important to remember how hard the
journey was that brought you to where you are today.
Don’t get distracted with your own success and
forget to say “thank you” to those who have guided
you along the way. Realize that you have the ability
to mentor others, so ask yourself, “Who can I help?”
and then do it.
•
We don’t toot our own horn.
Positive impressions create positive results.
Unknowingly, many working women quietly watch
from backstage as their male colleagues take
center stage. Go for the lead role. As a professional
it’s important to step out from behind the curtain
and become more positively visible. Don’t fixate on
negative traits and previous failures. Let people know
about your accomplishments, talents and strengths.
Actively create the positive image you want people to
see. Voice your talents in the workplace and you’ll
receive an encore.
Being conscious of your behaviors is the first step
towards a positive change. Remember, improvement
comes with time. When addressing these issues
be patient with yourself. For more information
about how to improve your communication skills
visit Dr. Susanne Gaddis’s Website at: www.
TheCommunicationsDoctor.com.
Susanne
Gaddis,
PhD,
known
as
the
Communications Doctor, is an acknowledged
communications expert who has been speaking
and teaching the art of effective and positive
communication since 1989. With a specialized
expertise in healthcare communication, Susanne
delivers
workshops,
seminars,
and
keynote
presentations across the United States. For more
information, or to book Dr. Gaddis for an upcoming
conference or event call 919-933-3237 or visit: www.
communicationsdoctor.com. Dr. Gaddis would like to
acknowledge Carly Salvadore for help in researching
and writing this article.
Statistic in the introduction was found at:
http://bhpr.h rsa.gov/hea lt hwork force/repor ts/
rnpopulation/preliminaryfindings.htm
Susanne Gaddis, PhD
The Communications Doctor
www.CommunicationsDoctor.com
(919) 933-3237 phone
Keynote Presentations * Workshops * Executive
Coaching
“With every word and action we are either
positively affecting or negatively infecting our
relationships.”—Susanne Gaddis, PhD ◆
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Delegate Assembly
VNA Education Day
Saturday, October 25, 2008
Marriott Richmond Downtown

THE 108TH DELEGATE ASSEMBLY

Agenda:
8:15 am

Registration and Networking

8:55 am

Welcome

9:00–10:15 am

Nurse Staffing—National Policy Perspective
Pam Cipriano, RN, PhD FAAN

10:15–10:45 am

Break

10:45–12:00 pm

Policy Implications of Measuring Nursing Workload Intensity.
Dr. Sharon Birmingham, CNE AdStaff Inc.

Coffee and Meet the Candidates

12:00–1:00 pm

Lunch: Discussions on healthy work environments

Delegate Assembly Convenes
- Nominations
- VNA Reports

1:00–2:00 pm

Safe Staffing Policies in Virginia: Traditions, Policy and
Political Implications and Possibilities for the Future
Sponsored by the Legislative Coalition of Virginia Nurses
(LCVN) and the Virginia Partnership for Nursing (VPN)

2:15–2:30 pm

Update from VNA’s Safe Staffing Advisory Council

2:30–3:00 pm

Concluding Remarks and Evaluation

6:00 pm

Virginia Nurses Foundation Gala– Woman’s Club of Richmond
(separate registration)

October 24, 2008
Richmond, VA
Richmond Marriott Downtown
Friday,
8:00–8:15 am
October 24, 		
2008
Richmond
Marriott–
Downtown
8:15–9:00 am
9:00–10:00 am
		
		
10:00–11::45 am

Registration and
Credentialing

Forums
• Bylaws and Resolutions
• Strategic Plan
• Finance

11:45 am

Voting and Lunch

1:00–2:30 pm

Forums–continued
• Legislation & Policy Work
• Workplace Advocacy  
• Nursing Practice
• Education

2:30–2:45 pm

Revitalizing the Virginia Nurses Foundation

Break
Delegate
3:00–4:15 pm
Assembly 		
Reconvenes		

Advancing the Nurse Staffing Imperative

THE 108TH DELEGATE ASSEMBLY
October 23 and 24, 2008

Need a room?
New Business
Installation of Officers
Adjourn

By special arrangement with the Richmond
Marriott Downtown (500 East Broad Street)
a block of rooms has been reserved for VNA
Delegates at the special rate of: $135.00/night.
Reservations must be received by September
24, 2008. After this date, reservations will be
accepted on a space and rate availability basis.
To make your reservation please call: 1-800228-9290 or (804) 643-3400
DIRECTIONS TO THE RICHMOND MARRIOTT
HOTEL:
From Washington DC and All Points North of
Richmond/I-95 Southbound:
From I-95 South take Exit #74-C which will read
Broad St. (250 West) The Richmond Marriott will be
nine blocks from exit 74-C, on the right hand side on
the corner of Broad Street and 5th Street. To valet
park and for directions to the surrounding parking
decks, please see below for directions.
From Charlottesville and All points West of
Richmond/I-64 Eastbound:
I-64 East will converge with I-95 South, take
exit 74-C which will read Broad St. (250 West) The
Richmond Marriott will be nine blocks from exit
74-C, on the right-hand side on the corner of Broad
Street and 5th Street. To valet park and for directions
to the surrounding parking please see below.
From Williamsburg and All points East of
Richmond/I-64 Westbound:
From I-64 West take Exit 190 which will read
5th Street/Coliseum Exit. You will be on 5th Street.
Proceed 1/3 mile and the hotel will be on the lefthand side on the corner of Broad Street and 5th
Street. To valet park and for directions to the
surrounding parking decks, please see below.
From Petersburg and All Points South of
Richmond/I-95 Northbound:
From North on I-95 take Exit #74-C which will
read Broad St. (250 West) The Richmond Marriott
will be nine blocks from exit 74-C, on the right hand
side on the corner of Broad Street and 5th Street.
To valet park and for directions to the surrounding
parking decks, please see below. ◆
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Delegate Assembly
“Early Bird” Discount Registration Form
VNA Delegate Assembly

VNA Education Day

October 24, 2008
Marriott Richmond Downtown

October 25, 2008
Marriott Richmond Downtown

VNF Gala

October 25, 2008
Woman’s Club of Richmond (Historic Bolling-Haxall House)
Complete this form and mail, fax or email to VNA. Registration is also available online at www.virginianurses.com.
Name______________________________________________________________________________________________________
PRINT your name as you wish for it to appear on your name badge.
Address____________________________________________________________________________________________________
City, State & Zip Code
E-Mail________________________________________________________ Home Phone (

)_ _______________________

THURSDAY NIGHT
October 23, 2008
BOD & CODP Meeting–For VNA Board of Directors and District Presidents:
❏ I will attend		

❏ will not be able to attend

FRIDAY
October 24, 2008–registration includes coffee breaks and lunch
❏ Delegate

$ 45.00

❏ Non-Delegate/VNA Member

$ 55.00

❏ Non-Member of VNA

$ 65.00

❏ RN Retiree/ Student

$ 35.00

District # ______________________________

School of Nursing______________________________

SATURDAY–education day
October 25, 2008
Co-sponsored with the Virginia Nurses Association, the Virginia Partnership for Nursing, and the
Legislative Coalition of Virginia Nurses. Registration includes CE credit, refreshment breaks and lunch.
❏ VNA/VPN/LCVN Member 		

$ 75.00

❏ Non-Member				

$ 125.00

❏ RN retiree or Student			

$ 60.00

SATURDAY evening–vnf gala
October 25, 2008
❏ VNF Gala				
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED:

DELEGATE ASSEMBLY
RULES
Credentials
The
Credentials
Committee
shall
provide
identification to voting Delegates of the Delegate
Assembly, Alternates, Members of the VNA, guests
and staff. The Committee may authorize VNA
staff to act on its behalf where appropriate. Such
identification shall be worn during all business
meetings of the Delegate Assembly and shall not be
transferable.
A member registered as an Alternate may become
a Delegate only after proper clearance with the
Credential Committee. No Alternate or other person
may substitute for a Delegate who remains registered.
A Delegate temporarily leaving the meeting may not
relinquish the badge to an Alternate to vote in his/
her stead.
Seating
There shall be a designated seating area for voting
members of the Delegate Assembly.
When a District President is also a member of the
VNA-BOD, the District either elects an Alternate, or
if designated by District Bylaws, the Vice President
represents the President as a voting member from
the District.
Attendees shall be seated at least five minutes
before each meeting.
Motions
All Original Main motions and Amendments shall
be submitted in writing and immediately, upon
presentation, sent to the presiding officer.
Debate
Debate shall be limited to three minutes for each
speaker and thirty minutes for each question. No
member shall speak more than once on the same
question until all have spoken who wish to do so.
Decorum
Announcements of concern to the Assembly shall
be made from the platform only.
No smoking shall be permitted during the business
meetings.

$ 75.00/per person
$_________________

After October 6, 2008, registration fees in all categories, for the Delegate Assembly and Education Day
increase by $10.00. The Gala price remains the same.
There will be a limited amount of space for on-site registration. If you arrive the day of the event without prior
registration, we cannot guarantee that we can accommodate your attendance and/or lunch.
Refund Policy
Full refund minus a 25% administration fee if canceled by October 21, 2008.
NO REFUNDS AFTER OCTOBER 21, 2008.
Substitutions are encouraged if you find you cannot attend the event.
You may also charge the amounts to your credit card. To do so, please complete the form below.
I authorize the Virginia Nurses Association to charge my Master Card/Visa/Discover (circle one) for the
above fee for
My account number is_ _______________________________________________ Expiration Date_____________________
Security code: __________________________
Signature_____________________________________________________________ Date________________________________
You May Copy This Registration Form
And
Fax or Mail or email it to the VNA.
Virginia Nurses Association: 7113 Three Chopt Road, Suite 204, Richmond, Virginia 23226.
Phone Number: 804-282-1808 or 1-800-868-6877; Fax Number 804-282-4916.
EMAIL to admin@virginianurses.com www.virginianurses.com

Miscellaneous
The presiding officer shall appoint a committee of
three voting members to approve the minutes of all
meetings of the Delegate Assembly.
The deadline for accepting emergency resolutions
shall be on the evening of the opening day of
Convention or Annual Meeting. ◆
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Delegate Assembly
Virginia’s Nursing
Hall Of Fame
NUMBER OF ALLOTTED
DELEGATES PER VNA
DISTRICT
2008 DELEGATE ASSEMBLY

Tentative Slate of
Candidates for 2008
This is the ballot as of August 10, 2008. Please
check the website for updates and individual
biographies.
Secretary

District
Number of
Number
Members
			
			
			

Number of
Delegates
(Excludes
District
Presidents)

1

65

3

2

123

5

3

56

2

4

200

7

5

302

12

6

41

2

7

167

7

8

440

18

9

61

2

10

114

5

11

23

1

12

88

4

In accordance with the VNA Bylaws (Article
IV, Section 2, Paragraph A) each district shall
be entitled to one delegate per twenty-five (25)
members and major faction thereof, plus one vote
for the District President or Alternate. The
President assures the correct number of delegates
on the date of voting and only the President may
substitute Alternates. The above figures were
based on membership totals as of December 2007.
To vote, each delegate must present their
membership
card
during
annual
meeting
registration. The names of delegates and alternates
MUST be received at VNA Headquarters by
Thursday, August 22, 2008, which is forty-five
(45) days prior to the annual meeting.
Please call VNA Headquarters if there are
any questions or a perceived discrepancy in the
number of members and/or delegates. ◆

___ Ronnette Langhorne/District 10
Commissioner on Nursing Education
___ Jennifer Brown/District 5
___ Virginia Burggraf/District 2
___ Jennifer Matthews/District 12
___ Inez Tuck/District 5
Commissioner on Nursing Practice
___ Lauren Goodloe/District 5
___ Sandra Olanitori/District 4
Commissioner on Work Force Issues
___ Leslie Durr/District 7
___ Patti McCue/District 3
___ Kathy Tagnesi/District 12
Director at Large
___ Lindsey Jones Cardwell/District 3
Committee on Nominations
3 persons needed
___ Esther Condon/District 4
___ Ellen Morrison/District 3
___ Beverly Ross/District 5
___ Maureen Schnittger/District 9

Purpose:
The Virginia Nurses Association established the
Virginia Nursing Hall of Fame in 2001 to promote the
history of nursing in the Commonwealth and the
legacy of those nurse leaders whose achievements and
dedication have profoundly influenced the nursing
profession.
Description:
In keeping with the technology available at the
beginning of the 21st Century, a virtual Hall of Fame
displaying a picture and brief biographical sketch for
each inductee was established in 2001 as a part of
the Centennial Celebration of the organization of the
Virginia Nurses Association. The Hall of Fame is housed
and maintained as part of the Nursing Archives at the
Tompkins-McCaw Library at Virginia Commonwealth
University and is available at www.library.vcu.edu/
tml/speccoll/vnfame
Induction:
•
Inductions of no more than 5 individuals shall
occur every 4 years, with an appropriate activity
to announce the inductees at a time and place to
be determined by the VNA Board of Directors.
•
The Selection Committee shall be comprised
of members of the VNA History committee,
3–5 representatives from other Virginia
nursing organizations, and the Archivist at the
Tompkins-McCaw Library, VCU.
Selection Criteria:
•
The nominee must have demonstrated leadership
that affected the health and/or social history
of the Commonwealth of Virginia through
sustained, lifelong contributions in or to nursing
practice, education, administration, research,
economics, or literature.
•
The nominee must have worked or resided in
Virginia.
•
The achievements of the nominee must have
enduring value to nursing beyond the nominee’s
lifetime.
•
The nominee must be deceased. ◆
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Delegate Assembly
Virginia Nursing Hall Of
Fame

Nomination For Outstanding
Member Award
For 2008

Call For Nominations for Induction in 2009
The Virginia Nurses Association unveiled the
Virginia Nursing Hall of Fame in 2001 and will
induct new nurses into the Hall of Fame every four
years. Nominations for induction in 2009 must be
received at the VNA office by March 1, 2009.
•
The nominee must have demonstrated
leadership that affected the health and/or
social history of the Commonwealth of Virginia
through sustained, lifelong contributions in or
to nursing practice, education, administration,
research, economics, or literature.
•
The nominee must have worked or resided in
Virginia.
•
The achievements of the nominee must
have enduring value to nursing beyond the
nominee’s lifetime.
•
The nominee must be deceased.

(Information may be placed on separate sheet of paper.)
Name:____________________________________________________________ Year joined VNA:_________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________ VNA District #_________________________
Employment:_ _____________________________________________________________________________________________
Current Work Address:_____________________________________________________________________________________
VNA Activities:
Offices Held:_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Committee Service:________________________________________________________________________________________

The nomination must include the following:

Other:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

• Nominee’s Name:

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

• Birth and Death:
• Education:  

ANA Activities:

• Employment History:

Offices Held:_______________________________________________________________________________________________

• Professional
Organizations
Memberships:

Activities

and

Committee Service:________________________________________________________________________________________
Other:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

• Honors and Awards:
OTHER PROFESSIONAL Activities (Or activities in another state nurses association):
Offices Held:_______________________________________________________________________________________________
• List of Publications:

Committee Service:________________________________________________________________________________________
Other:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Please attach to this form, a statement as to how the
nominee meets the criteria.
Photograph/Picture is required. If the photograph
is from a publication, please provide all information
necessary to obtain permission for use from the
publisher.
Nomination submitted by:
• Name:

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES:
Nominee’s Email Address:__________________________________________________________________________________
INDIVIDUAL SUBMITTING NOMINATION:__________________________________________________________________
VNA District #_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Daytime Phone:___________________________ Email Address:__________________________________________________

• Address:

Outstanding Member Award

• Phone:

Guidelines/Application

• E-mail:
Additional information is available from www.
virginianurses.com or by contacting the VNA office.
The Hall of Fame may be visited at www.library/
vcu.edu/tml/speccoll/nursing/vnfame ◆

1.

The award is presented on an alternating schedule with other VNA awards. Solicitation deadlines will
be posted to invite nominations. The award will be presented at the October 25, 2008 meeting of
the Delegate Assembly.
2. Nominations must be submitted to the Chairman of the Council of District Presidents no later than
August 31, 2008. Mail or send by email to the VNA office at kmahone@virginianurses.com
3. The award may be given to a member only once.
4. Nomination process:
• Complete the appropriate Nomination form accompanied by a current vitae or resume of the
individual being nominated.
• Submit either a letter or other documentation (ie: a newspaper article; relevant letter from a third
party), which supports at least 6 of these criteria:
a. positive interpersonal relationships with peers and VNA
b. enthusiasm and role modeling
c. leadership abilities
d. integrity
e. dedication to profession
f. upholds Code of Ethics
g. community activities
h. professional activities
i. willingness to take a stand on professional issues
j. mentoring activities
k. innovative ideas
l. special ◆
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News At A Glance
The
American
Nurses
Association
presented
awards to prominent nurses
in
recognition
of
their
outstanding
contributions
to the nursing profession
and to the field of healthcare
as part of its 2008 Biennial
House of Delegates meeting in
Washington, DC.
On Thursday, June 26,
2008, ANA bestowed Honorary
Pamela Cipriano
Awards in 13 categories.
“These
nurses
truly
epitomize the best of the
nursing profession. Their commitment to advancing
the profession, through education, through research,
and through advocacy for their colleagues and
their patients serves as an inspiration to nurses
everywhere,” said ANA President Rebecca M. Patton,
MSN, RN, CNOR.
One of the 13 awards was presented to VNA
member, Pamela Cipriano, PhD, RN, FAAN, who
received the Distinguished Member Award for
recognition of her outstanding leadership and
support of the mission of ANA. Having provided over
thirty years of continuous service in both Virginia
and on the national level to ANA and the American
Academy of Nursing, Cipriano was appointed to the
role of editor-in-chief for the official journal of the
ANA, American Nurse Today.
Cipriano oversees more than 3,000 University
of Virginia Health Systems employees, as the Chief
Clinical Officer and Chief Nursing Officer, for the
UVA Heath Systems. She has written multiple
articles for nursing textbooks and journals. She also
serves as a clinical associate professor at the UVA
School of Nursing. Dr. Cipriano recently led the UVA
Health System to achieving Magnet Recognition,
nursing’s highest honor bestowed by the American
Nurses Credentialing Center. This honor, earned
by only three percent of U.S. hospitals, recognizes
excellence in nursing care and practice. ◆
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VNA At Work
ANA House Of Delegates
Educational Advancement for Registered Nurses
by Ronnette C. Langhorne, RN, MS, VNA Delegate
I would like to thank the Members of the VNA for
electing me as delegate to the ANA House of Delegates
2008 and allowing me to have an opportunity to be
involved with such a magnificent process.
The State Associations of New York and New
Jersey presented the American Nurses Association
delegates a recommendation related to the
Educational Advancement for Registered Nurse.
These associations wrote this recommendation
to increase the educational level requirement
to the baccalaureate degree in nursing within
ten years after attaining the initial license. The
recommendation was written to support the
enhancement of the profession of nursing.
Some
of
the
reasons
to
support
this
recommendation on the virtual hearing were:
• To increase the body of knowledge, advance
technology and the growing complexities of
patients
• The embarrassment of working alongside
other health care providers who entered their
profession having earned a master’s or doctoral
degree
• The need to advance the profession and remove
the emotions from this issue
• The resolution helping the nursing shortage
• This resolution is good for everyone—nurses,
educational programs, health care facilities and
most importantly our patients.
Some of the reasons the recommendation did not
receive support were:
• Young nurses starting families find it difficult
to make time for this education
• Difficulty will be experienced in funding this
education
• Those nurses currently licensed without the
baccalaureate degree have passed the same
examination that the BSN-prepared nurse
passed
• Poor timing to focus on RN/BSN requirements
now, should do that when the RN shortage is
no longer an issue

• Some RNs have chosen not to join ANA because
of this very issue
• This issue should be left to the states
Now, understanding that the legislation depends
on each state board decision, it was brought to
the attention of the delegates that the state of
Florida had just approved community colleges to
offer Baccalaureate degree. New Hampshire State
Association is against the recommendation stating
that this was not conducive to the second-degree
nursing students.
This recommendation passed with the resolution
from the ANA stating the “American Nurses
Association will affirm that increased numbers of
the registered nurses with a baccalaureate degree
are needed to address the ongoing challenges
of an increasingly complex health care delivery
system and a critical nursing faculty shortage;
and support initiatives to require registered nurses
(RNs) to obtain a baccalaureate degree in nursing
within ten years after initial licensure, exempting
(grandparenting) those individuals who are licensed
or are enrolled as a student in a nursing program
at the time legislation is enacted; and advocate for
and promote legislative and education activities that
support enhanced degrees in nursing.”
This is a recommendation from the ANA; the
Virginia State Board of Nursing currently does not
have any legislation to support this recommendation.
This may be an issue that Virginia will have to
further discuss as more hospitals go for Magnet
status. ◆
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News Briefs
Report On ANA’s Resolution on Global Climate Change
and Human Health
Esther H. Condon, PhD, RN, VNA Delegate
A resolution addressing the issue of global climate
change was introduced by ANA President, Rebecca
Patton and Delaware Nurses Association President,
Penelope Seiple and passed by the 2008 House of
Delegates.
Background:
An action report was submitted to the American
Nurses Association that addresses the impact of
global climate change resulting from the build-up of
greenhouse gases that act to retain radiation from
the sun and warm the earth’s atmosphere thereby
creating unprecedented changes in the earth’s
environment (Patton & Seiple, 2008). The report
reviewed current scientific findings that explain the
underlying causes including the burning of fossil
fuels, and the likely impact of climate changes on
the global environment. Expected effects of climate
change due to global warming include worsening air
pollution, flooding, storm surges, increased severity
and duration of drought and extreme weather
conditions, cyclones, and a rising sea level (Patton &
Seiple).
As a result, health risks will increase. Such risks
include heat related illness; accidents and injuries
due to increased flooding, storm surges, and extreme
weather; threatened quality and quantity of water
and food supplies, physical and psychological injury
due to hurricanes, tornadoes, and severe weather
conditions. Environmental refugees and others
displaced from their homes are expected to suffer
from psychological stress, depression and isolation.
In addition, disease is expected to occur due to
unhygienic conditions that result from disruption of
services such as garbage pick up and an increase

in vector-transmitted diseases such as malaria,
West Nile, and Dengue Fever. The economic impact
was addressed in the report as well as the impact on
vulnerable populations such as the elderly, children,
the urban poor, and those with compromised
immunity (Patton & Seiple).
Global climate change is predicted to create
additional demands on an already overburdened
health care system. Nurses are urged to become
knowledgeable about efforts to control climate
change, participate in policy making, and to write
about the health implications of global climate
change. These actions are supported by the Code
of Ethics for Nurses that addresses the nursing
profession’s obligation to promote community,
national and international efforts to meet health
needs (Patton & Seiple).
The following resolution passed:
The American Nurses Association will:
Recognize and publicly acknowledge that the
challenges we face as a result of global climate
change are unprecedented in human history and it is
critical that nurses speak out in a united voice and
advocate for change on both individual and policy
levels; and
Encourage constituent member associations
to support local public policies that endorse
sustainable energy sources and reduce greenhouse
gas emissions; and
Support initiatives to decrease the contribution to
global warming by the healthcare industry.
References:
Patton, R. & Seiple, P. (2008). Action report to the
American Nurses Association 2008 House of Delegates.
Washington, DC: American Nurses Association

ANA’s House of Delegates Passes Bylaws
Amendments Opening Up Additional
Membership Options and Strengthening the
Nursing Profession
Washington, D.C., July 2, 2008—Over 600 nurse
delegates attending the American Nurses Association’s
(ANA) 2008 House of Delegates passed a series of
historic bylaws including establishing a designated
seat on the ANA Board of Directors for a recent
graduate of a nursing program.
“We’ve always believed that there is strength in
numbers when it comes to RNs having a positive
impact in the workplace, in patient care and in public
health policy–whether it’s pursuing safe staffing
levels or consumer access to high quality health care.
On behalf of our nation’s 2.9 million RNs, I urge all
nurses to keep looking ahead so that together we
can reach our shared goals of achieving desirable
workplaces, an even stronger profession, and highquality, safe, affordable health care for the public we
serve,” said ANA President Rebecca M. Patton, MSN,
RN, CNOR.
“The bylaws amendments are designed to create
the preferred future for the association, while
strengthening and providing additional choices
for constituent member associations (CMAs) at the
state-level. With the leadership demonstrated by
our delegates at our House, it is clear that ANA will
continue to build upon its rich, 100-plus year history
of advocating for the rights of all nurses, whether they
choose to engage in collective bargaining or whether
they choose to advocate individually for a better
workplace,” said Linda J. Stierle, MSN, RN, CNAA,BC,
Chief Executive Officer, ANA.
The bylaws amendments passed are:
• Affiliates: ANA has the freedom to enter into
relationships with workforce advocacy groups
and with labor organizations as affiliates;
these affiliates could potentially include both
the United American Nurses (UAN) and the
Center for American Nurses (the Center.) These
new affiliate opportunities will expand the
association’s relationships to nurses in every
type of nursing organization.
• Associate Organizational Members (AOMs): This
amendment provides broader opportunities
for connections with ANA and deletes the
unnecessary reference to AOMs in ANA’s bylaws.
CMAs can stay affiliated with the independent
and autonomous organizations, the UAN and
the Center, and will be able to engage in those
relationships directly.
• Multi-State
Associations:
ANA’s
delegates
supported state CMAs retaining their voting
status on a state basis if they chose the existing
bylaws option of combining into a multi-state
CMA. This amendment goes into effect at the
close of the 2008 House of Delegates, which
occurred on June 27, 2008.
• Electronic Media: Acknowledging the changing
technology and the potential for cost-efficient,
appropriately handled electronic voting, ANA’s
delegates voted to permit electronic balloting
for CMAs holding their secret ballot elections
for delegates to the HOD. This amendment
specifies that electronic balloting is permitted
only if it preserves the integrity of the vote and
takes effect at the close of the 2008 House of
Delegates, which occurred on June 27, 2008.
• Board of Directors: Ensuring that there are
avenues through which newer RNs may assume
leadership roles, ANA’s delegates established a
designated seat on the ANA Board of Directors
for a recent graduate of nursing program. This
Board seat, which goes into effect at the close
of the 2010 House of Delegates, is reserved for
someone who has graduated within five years of
taking office.
• The Congress on Nursing Practice and
Economics (CNPE): In order to keep the CNPE
at a reasonable number, while offering seats to
nursing colleagues from affiliate groups, ANA’s
delegates voted for a majority of CNPE members
to be elected by the House of Delegates and
the remainder appointed by the Board from
affiliate organizations. Additionally, in unifying
the profession, Labor and Workforce Affiliates
and individual national organizations will
each have a position on the Congress. The new
configuration on the CNPE goes into effect with
the close of the 2010 HOD.
• CMA: Responding to some CMAs’ request that
they have more flexibility to meet their own
needs and that ANA not be so prescriptive about
state structure, ANA’s delegates voted to add
language that states that CMAs have articles
of incorporation and constitution and bylaws
that govern its individual members that are
“harmonious with ANA bylaws.” ◆
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News Briefs
American Nurses Association
Re-Elects Patton

ANA delegates elect officers, board members and
other leaders at House of Delegates meeting
SILVER SPRING, MD–Delegates of the American
Nurses Association (ANA) elected Rebecca M. Patton,
MSN, RN, CNOR, of Lakewood, OH, to serve a
second consecutive two-year term as president of the
nation’s leading professional nursing organization
representing the major health policy, practice and
workplace issues of registered nurses (RNs) in the
United States. A slate of 30 candidates vied for
leadership positions during ANA’s 2008 elections.
Patton and other nurse leaders were elected during
the ANA House of Delegates biennial meeting which
occurred on June 25-27, in Washington, DC.
A nurse since 1980, Patton has extensive
inpatient and outpatient experience and has been
responsible for the start up and ongoing operations
of ambulatory surgery centers, and of an inpatient
acute and a skilled nursing facility. Currently,
Patton is on leave from her position as the director of
Perioperative Services for EMH Regional Healthcare
System in Elyria, OH. Previously, she served as
Director of Nursing, Director of Surgical Services
and Director of Ambulatory Operations for hospitals
in the University Hospitals Health System.
Patton has a Bachelors of Science in nursing
from Kent State University and a Masters of Nursing
from Case Western Reserve University. She has held
numerous ANA positions including treasurer (19982002), Board of Directors member (1994-1998), and
delegate to the ANA House of Delegates (2003-2005).
In addition, she has served in several Ohio Nurses
Association (ONA) positions, including ONA first vice
president (1990-1992), ONA delegate (2005-2006),
ONA finance committee member (2003-2005), and
on an Association of Perioperative Registered Nurses
task force on competencies (1999-2000.)
Elected to serve two-year terms as officers of the
board were Debbie Hatmaker, PhD, RN, SANE-A,
chief programs officer, Georgia Nurses Association,
resident of Bishop, GA, elected as first vice president;
Coleene “Kim” Armstrong, BSN, RNC, staff nurse,
Tacoma General Hospital, resident of Olalla, WA,
elected second vice president; Susan Foley Pierce,
PhD, RN, acting dean at the University of North
Carolina Wilmington, resident of Oak Island, NC,
elected secretary; and Marilyn Sullivan, DSN, RN,
LNC, CPE, staff nurse, Northshore Regional Medical
Center, resident of Slidell, LA, elected treasurer. Both
Hatmaker and Foley Pierce were elected to serve a
second consecutive term.
The director-at-large board members elected
include Florence Jones-Clarke, MS, RN, clinical
instructor, Virginia State University, resident of
Colonial Heights, VA; Karen Daley, MS, MPH, RN,
FAAN, PhD candidate, Boston College, resident of
Stoughton, MA; and Carrie Houser James, MSN,
RN, CNA,BC, CCE, health educator, Brooks Health
Center, resident of Orangeburg, SC.
The five nurses elected to the Congress of
Nursing Practice and Economics include Merilyn
Douglass, ARNP-C, ADM, family nurse practitioner,
St. Catherine Hospital, resident of Garden City, KS;
Sara McCumber, RN, CNP, CNS, nurse practitioner/
care coordinator, Duluth Clinic-Elder Care, resident
of Superior, WI; Mary Callan, MS, RN, FNP, BC,
family nurse practitioner, Highland Family Medicine,
resident of Webster, NY; Thomas Stenvig, PhD, MPH,
RN, CNAA,BC, associate professor, South Dakota
State University College of Nursing, resident of
Nunda, SD; and Linda Olson, PhD, RN, CNAA,BC,
dean and professor of nursing, North Park University,
resident of Chicago, IL.
Four nurses were elected to the Nominating
Committee: Ernest Grant, MSN, RN, nursing
education clinician–burn outreach, UNC HealthCare,
resident of Chapel Hill, NC; Alice Wyatt, MSN, APRNBC, nurse practitioner, Kulbersh Women’s Center,
resident of West Columbia, SC; Barbara Vogel,
BSN, RN-BC, GNP, nursing supervisor, Monroe
Community Hospital, resident of Rochester, NY;
and Desma Reno, MSN, RN, CS, assistant professor
of nursing, Southeast Missouri State University,
resident of Jackson, MO. ◆

Delegates To ANA’s Biennial Meeting Work Toward
Greater Nurse Retention
Silver Spring–More than 600 elected registered
nurse delegates to the American Nurses Association
(ANA) passed several proposals designed to improve
nurse retention rates while simultaneously advancing
the public’s health at its House of Delegates meeting
held in Washington, D.C.
With one half of all new graduate nurses leaving
their first professional assignment in less than one
year, delegates resolved to support the successful
integration of new nurses into the work environment,
including residency programs, and to support nursing
research efforts that demonstrate effective plans for
successful integration of new nurses into the work
environment.
“Retention of nurses is a vital element in combating
the critical nursing shortage. Nurse residency programs
that provide a structured, mentored environment will
help new nurse graduates progress from beginners to
competent nurses. At a time when the nursing shortage
threatens to impact the quality of patient care, we owe
it to the nursing profession, and the public we serve
to work toward the successful integration of newly
graduated nurses into the work environment as well
as improving the working conditions for experienced
nurses,” said ANA President Rebecca M. Patton, MSN,
RN, CNOR.
ANA members also resolved to increase awareness
and education among nurses about the effects of
intimate partner violence on the health, safety and
welfare of families, children and communities,
and advocate for the use of evidence-based clinical
guidelines in caring and treating victims of violence.
ANA endorses the use of routine, universal and
culturally sensitive intimate partner violence screening
tools and protocols in all nursing specialties and
settings.
Additionally, ANA delegates passed the following
measures, many of which could have significant impact
on public health:
•
Delegates approved a resolution that recognizes
the impact global climate change has on the
health of the world’s population and encourages
nurses to advocate for change on both
individual and policy levels. The measure calls
on ANA to incorporate global climate change
into its legislative agenda, and support public
policies that endorse sustainable energy sources
and reduce greenhouse gases.
•
ANA also resolved to advocate for research to
identify real or perceived gaps and barriers to
health care for veterans and their families.
•
Recognizing concerns over the adverse affects
linked to food additives and contaminants, ANA
has resolved to work collectively with CMAs,
affiliates and health care organizations to

•

•

•

•

•

•

eliminate purchasing milk and dairy products
for use in the health care industry that contain
hormones.
ANA resolved to recognize the impact human
trafficking has on the public health and the
profession of nursing, and to advocate for and
seek opportunities to ensure nurses have the
skill sets to properly identify and refer victims
of human trafficking. ANA has also resolved to
advocate and support legislation that further
enhances protection and prosecution in an effort
to decrease the incidence of human trafficking.
ANA, one of the original supporters for the
establishment of the nation’s Social Security
program, resolved to work with Congress and
the President to strengthen Social Security and
extend its solvency beyond 2042.
ANA resolved to advocate for the expansion of
Medicare from the traditional “medical model”
to include a focus on prevention, wellness and
primary care services.
ANA resolved to advocate and promote legislative
and educational activities that support
advanced degrees in nursing. Increasing
the level of education required for continued
registration as a registered nurse by requiring
RNs to attain a baccalaureate degree in nursing
within ten years after initial licensure, while
maintaining the multiple entry points into the
profession.
ANA further resolved to advocate for legislation
that increases access to oral health care
for older adults and support efforts to raise
awareness of the importance of oral health and
preventive care for older adults.
ANA resolved to begin a dialogue with the
American Red Cross over the elimination of its
Chief Nurse Officer position, and to urge the Red
Cross to re-instate a Chief Nurse Officer position
at its national headquarters. ◆
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Practice Information
Howard University Division of
Nursing Receives $750,000 from
the Helene Fuld Health Trust for
Student Scholarships
With a gift that will help alleviate the nation’s
persistent nursing shortage, the Helene Fuld
HealthTrust has awarded Howard University’s
Division of Nursing a $750,000 grant for nursing
scholarships. The grant will be used to establish
the Helene Fuld Health Trust Scholarship Fund for
Baccalaureate Nursing Students.
“This is fantastic,” said Beatrice Adderley-Kelly,
Ph.D., RN, dean and professor of the College of
Pharmacy, Nursing and Allied Health Sciences.
“We are so pleased to receive this award from the
Helene Fuld Health Trust.
“This generous scholarship fund will help the
Division of Nursing recruit the best and the brightest
students to Howard University. It will also support
deserving students who are currently enrolled.”
A total of $450,000 is earmarked for endowment.
Meanwhile, $300,000 will be awarded over the next
three years in scholarships to students enrolled in
the division’s baccalaureate nursing program.
“This is going to assist in adding more nurses to
the nursing workforce, and it will particularly help
increase the number of underrepresented minority
nurses,” Adderley-Kelly said.
The United States is in the midst of a nursing
shortage that is expected to intensify as baby
boomers age and the need for health care grows.
The Council on Physician and Nurse Supply, an
independent group of health care leaders, reported
in March that 30,000 additional nurses should be
graduated annually to meet the nation’s healthcare
needs, an expansion of 30% over the current number
of annual nurse graduates.
CONTACT: Ron Harris
Director of Communications
202.683.0182, rjharris@howard.edu ◆

The American Nurses Association
Hosts Hillary Clinton At House Of
Delegates
SILVER SPRING, MD–The American Nurses
Association was pleased to host Sen. Hillary Clinton
(D-NY) at its biennial House of Delegates Thursday,
June 26, 2008. Hillary Clinton addressed hundreds
of nurses from across the country who came together
to set nursing’s course for the future.
ANA endorsed Hillary Clinton for president during
the primary season because she believes, as nurses
do, that health care should be a basic human right
and recognizes the critical role nurses play in this
arena. ANA congratulates Hillary Clinton for fighting
to ensure that all Americans receive high quality,
affordable and accessible care.
“Hillary is a strong advocate and a friend to
nursing. ANA thanks Hillary for her continued
commitment to implementing real changes in our
health care system and applauds her for her historic
campaign. Generations to come will look back on
the 2008 campaign, and recognize Hillary Clinton’s
instrumental role in breaking that glass ceiling,”
said ANA President Rebecca M. Patton, MSN, RN,
CNOR. “But the future of nurses and the patients
they serve is still at stake. In this election year,
America’s 2.9 million nurses need to make their
voices heard to make health care a priority. ANA
looks forward to talking with Senators Obama and
McCain about many of the issues our members
care most about, specifically addressing safe and
appropriate staffing.”
To learn more about ANA’s efforts to advance safe
staffing, please visit www.safestaffingsaveslives.
org. ◆

Safe Staffing
Advisory
Council
The VNA is pleased to announce it is creating
an Advisory Council to look at ways to ensure
safe staffing levels, and to develop consensus
recommendations to make statutory, regulatory,
private and/or public/private initiatives to ensure
that staffing levels are appropriate to support
nursing quality of care, and patient safety.
A 15-member Advisory Council has been selected,
based on the following RN specialties: Critical Care
Unit, Emergency Room, Adult medical/surgical Unit,
Maternal/Child Health nurse, Skilled Care Facility
nurse, Perioperative nurse, and Mental Health
nurse. The VNA particularly sought out nurses who
were practicing in these areas as opposed to nurses
who serve in administrative, academic or other nonpracticing roles.
Geographic diversity was also considered, as the
Council wants to hear perspectives from rural and
urban facilities, and include small, medium and
large facilities.
Appointees to the Advisory Council include:
Greg Angle, Wytheville Community Hospital
Linda Ault, RN, John Randolph Medical Center,
Petersburg, VA
Kathy Baker, RN, VCU Health System, Richmond,
VA
Paul Clements, RN, Warren Memorial Hospital–
Lynn Care Center, Front Royal, VA
Nancy Doyle, RN, VCU Health System, Richmond,
VA
Regina Falco, RN, Potomac Hospital, Woodbridge,
VA
Teresa Haller, UVA Health Systems
Cheryl Hayes
Lana

Kombacher, RN, VCU Health System,

Richmond, VA
Kristi Lambert, VCU Health Systems
David Schneider, RN, Martha Jefferson Hospital,
Charlottesville, VA
Maureen Schnittger, RN, Western State Hospital,
Staunton, VA
Kevin

Shimp,

RN,

VCU

Health

System,

Richmond, VA
Barbara Stanfeld, RN, Danville Regional Medical
Center, Danville, VA
Bonnie Vencill, RN, Southside Regional Medical
Center, Petersburg, VA.
Orpha Weinhold, RN, Inova Fairfax Hospital,
Falls Church, VA ◆
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VNA At Work
Continuing Education Application (CEA)
Committee Updates
The Continuing Education Approval (CEA)
Committee of the VNA is an accredited approver
of continuing education by the American Nurses
Credentialing Center (ANCC). The tasks of this body
include; reviewing provider applications, approving
continuing education, CE, activity applications for
conferences and setting fees for both provider and
CE activities. The CEA Committee has made the
following changes:
CE Educational Application Fee:
After careful consideration the CEA Committee
is redefining how the fees for CE approval (single
activities) will be calculated. Programs with multiple
concurrent sessions are more complicated and
require more time. Beginning on July 1, 2008,
the fees are based on the number of contact hours
reviewed, not on the number of contact hours the
participant will receive.
Continuing Education Activity Fee Schedule as of
July 1, 2008:
1-4.99 Contact Hours reviewed: $75.00
5-9.99 Contact Hours reviewed: $150.00
10-17.99 Contact Hours reviewed: $200.00
18 Contact Hours & over reviewed: $225.00 plus
$5.00 per contact hour over 18.
Example:
8:30–9:30 am
9:30–10:30 am
10:30–10:45 am
10:45–11:45 am

General
hour)
General
hour)
Break
General
hour)

Session

(1

contact

Session

(1

contact

Session

(1

contact

11:45 am–12:45 pm Lunch
12:45–1:45 pm
Concurrent Sessions
		 Topic #1 (1 contact hour)
		 Topic #2 (1 contact hour)
1:45–2:45 pm
Concurrent Sessions
		 Topic #1 (1 contact hour)
		 Topic #2 (1 contact hour)
2:45–3:00 pm
Break
3:00–4:00 pm
Concurrent Sessions
		 Topic #1 (1 contact hour)
		 Topic #2 (1 contact hour)
4:00–5:00 pm
General Session (1 contact
hour)
For Example:
The participant, upon successful completion of the
program, will receive 7 contact hours. The amount of
content that was reviewed by the VNA reviewer is 10
contact hours. The fee for this program is $200.00.
Contact the VNA office, if you have questions
regarding fee calculations.
CE application Post Program Reports:
•
It will no longer be necessary to submit the
names of all the applicants, just the number
of applicants receiving contact hours. The
number of participants should be listed on the
program evaluation summary.
Both the CE Approver and the CE Provider
committees are always looking for volunteers to
assist with the review of applications and packets.
To be eligible to participate as a reviewer you
must be a current member of the ANA and have a
bachelor’s degree in nursing. If you are interested in
participating in either committee, please contact the
VNA at vnacea@virginianurses.com. ◆
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HCA Consolidates Virginia Divisions

President of Northern Virginia Operations Also Will
Oversee Richmond Division
by John Reid Blackwell
Margaret G. Lewis began her health-care career
35 years ago as a student nurse at Chippenham
Medical Center.
Now, after three years working to expand HCA’s
footprint in Northern Virginia as president of the
company’s Capital division, Lewis is once again
managing its operations in the Richmond area.
HCA, the nation’s largest for-profit hospital
operator, has reorganized its management structure
in Virginia.
The company’s Capital and Richmond divisions
were combined, with Lewis named president of the
division. The company’s six Richmond-area hospitals
and numerous outpatient centers were brought
under the same division last week as its hospitals in
Northern Virginia and Southwest Virginia, as well as
those in New Hampshire, Kentucky and Indiana.
“This [reorganization] is really a natural transition
for us, because as we expand our footprint in the

state, this allows us to streamline the leadership and
focus on a statewide strategy,” Lewis said.
The combined division, with about 13,500
full-time-equivalent employees, will have dual
headquarters in Richmond and Reston. Lewis, 54,
will split her time between the locations, spending
two to three days a week in Richmond.
Nearly two years after the company went private
in a $23.1 billion buyout by management and
a consortium of private investment funds, HCA
remains committed to investing in the Richmond
area, its largest market, Lewis said.
The company is grappling with the same economic
issues as other hospitals, such as rising numbers
of uninsured and underinsured patients. But the
company’s privatization, she said, “has enabled us to
take a long-term view” rather than focus on shortterm results.
The company wants to build a 97-bed hospital
in the West Creek area of Goochland County. A $90

Good Ideas

Del. Rob Bell, R-Albemarle, presents recipients of the 2008 Citizen Lawmaker Award outside Albemarle
County Circuit Courthouse on Tuesday, July 8, 2008. The awards recognize citizens whose ideas make
it through the legislative process and become law. From left are Vivian Cullen, Walker Thornton, Jan
Garnett, Susanne Kogut, Chuck Gross, C.G. Easton and Heywood Fralin. ◆

million expansion of the Forest campus of its Henrico
Doctors’ Hospital will start this fall. The first phase
of a $35 million expansion of the cancer center
at CJW’s Johnston-Willis campus in Chesterfield
County is planned for April.
Elsewhere in Virginia, the company is building
a $152 million hospital in Spotsylvania County, is
awaiting zoning approval for a $200 million hospital
in Loudoun County and is seeking approval for
another hospital in Loudoun.
Though she moved into management in the early
1990s, she has maintained her nursing license,
Lewis said. She was named chief executive of CJW
Medical Center in 2001.
“The basic skills I learned as a nurse I have been
able to apply in every position that I have,” she
said. “Nursing really teaches you how to walk into
a situation and quickly assess the environment,
identify what is going on and then begin to problemsolve.”
Contact John Reid Blackwell at (804) 775-8123 or
jblackwell@timesdispatch.com. ◆
Reprinted with permission Richmond TimesDispatch.
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Virginia Nurses Association
District 10 Scholarship Announcement
We are proud to announce that District 10 is
awarding three (3) scholarships in the amount of
$250.00 to the RN programs in their area. The
schools in District 10 include: Hampton University,
Riverside School for Health Professions, and Thomas
Nelson Community College. Each school will be
allotted $250.00 for an eligible student.
Scholarship Criteria:
1. Must be enrolled in an accredited nursing
school in the District 10 area
2. Must have a 2.5 GPA; submit an official
transcript
3. Must be a member and active in the school’s
student nurses association
4. Must be able to work with District 10 Board
Members for a period of one (1) year after
scholarship is received.
5. Must write a 250 word maximum essay
addressing the question “Why is it important
to be a member of a professional nursing
organization”?
6. Letters of recommendation from a faculty
member and the President of your school’s
student nurses association.
7. If selected as the winner, must provide a
professional digital picture to go in the District
& State Newsletters “Voices” and VNA “Nurses
Today.”
8. Completed packets must be postmarked by
October 31, 2008.
Send one completed packet with sealed
recommendation and transcripts to:
VNA District 10 Membership & Public Relations
Committee
83 Deer Run Trail
Newport News, VA 23602
Good luck.
District 10 Scholarship Committee

(Neatly print or type)
Name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________
		
(First) 					
(MI) 			
(Last)
Nursing School:
			
			
			
			

___ Hampton University
___ Riverside School of Health Professions –RN Program
___ Thomas Nelson Community College

Year in Nursing School:
				
				

____ 1st Year

____ 2nd Year

____ 3rd Year

____ 4th Year

Home address: _____________________________________________________________________________________
City: __________________________________________ State: _______________________________________________
Local Phone Number: (____) ________________________________________________________________________
Are you a member of your school’s student nurses’ association? ____ Yes ____ No
Do you hold any office in your school’s student nurses’ association? ____ Yes ____ No
If I am awarded this scholarship, I _______________________________________________ will work with
the Virginia Nurses Association District 10 Board for year.
I, ___________________________________________________ give the Virginia Nurses Association District
10 permission to use my picture and essay in “Voices” and “Virginia Nurses Today” Newsletters.
__________________________________________________________
Signature 					
		

______________________________________
Date
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State Award For Excellence from
the American Academy of Nurse
Practitioners went to Sallie Eissler,
VNA Commissioner on Government
Affairs
Sallie Eissler has dedicated
her career to improving the
health and welfare of women,
children and families from
underserved populations. Her
tireless efforts have enhanced
the well being of vulnerable
children and families in
Virginia. For the last twelve
years she has worked to
provide high quality care to
uninsured families on mobile
Sallie Eissler
medical van. In partnership
with Potomac Hospital, Prince
William Health District, Prince
William School District, George Mason University,
local churches and shelters, she works with her
team to provide necessary primary care services
to patients who do not have access to affordable
healthcare.
She is well known for her volunteer work on
many boards and committees addressing access
to care and provider issues. As Commissioner
on Government Relations for the Virginia Nurses
Association, she promotes legislative efforts to
better healthcare for all Virginians. She serves as
adjunct faculty at George Mason University and has
published on pediatric and legislative topics. ◆
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Tuition Support for School Nursing Education:
The SNAPP Program
School nurses support the health and educational
success of all students, but they can serve an
especially vital role for students with low-incidence
disabilities. These students are more likely than
their peers to develop secondary health conditions
and to experience injury, victimization, and abuse.
Students with low-incidence disabilities also are
likely to require specialized healthcare procedures.
More school nurses who are prepared to work with
students with disabilities are needed.
To address this need, the United States
Department of Education, Office of Special Education
Programs, awarded a grant to The Partnership for
People with Disabilities at Virginia Commonwealth
University. School Nurses as Professional Partners:
Supporting Educational Outcomes for Students with
Low-Incidence Disabilities (SNAPP) has been designed
to prepare current and potential school nurses to
work with, and for this population of students.
SNAPP Scholars will receive tuition assistance for
12 academic credits for successfully completing the
three SNAPP courses. The courses include an online
course on school nursing practice and working with
students with low-incidence disabilities, a one-week
summer course on interdisciplinary teaming, and a
clinical practicum.
The SNAPP program offers flexible, selfpaced education to prepare nurses to meet the
needs of students (Pre K-12) with low-incidence

disabilities (e.g., autism, hearing impairments,
visual impairments, deaf-blindness, orthopedic
impairments, multiple disabilities, traumatic brain
injury, and severe/profound disabilities). SNAPP
Scholars learn how to collaborate as vital members of
interdisciplinary teams–including special educators,
general educators, parents, and administrators–
serving students with disabilities and their families.
In return for tuition assistance, SNAPP Scholars
agree to work as school nurses for one year.
Nursing in school settings offers opportunities for
autonomous practice, as well as direct care and
program development, to preserve and promote the
health of children with a variety of needs.
Participating schools of nursing include: Hampton
University, James Madison University, Radford
University, Shenandoah University, University of
Virginia and Virginia Commonwealth University.
Nurses in RN to BS or MS programs at these
participating
universities
and
baccalaureate
nursing students are encouraged to apply to SNAPP.
Practicing nurses who have a degree may apply
(enrollment in a degree-granting program is required
by several of the participating schools of nursing).
If you are interested, contact Bernice Allen at (804)
828-8593 or ballen@vcu.edu. ◆
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Alternative Approach
A Lifetime Journey to Health & Wellness
by Doug Willoughby
From the time I was two years old, I had asthma
and severe allergic reactions to ragweed. I suffered
through much of every year because the medications
for these diseases were not very effective. For me
there were three seasons. First was the cold weather
season, when I experienced cold induced asthma.
Second was the warm weather season, from late
spring to late summer, when I could do almost any
activity. Third was the ragweed season, from late
summer to the first frost. For many of those early
years, I would spend the ragweed season in bed
because I was not able to breathe well enough to do
any physical activities.
Beginning around age 12, I had desensitization
shots each year. These shots helped my allergy
symptoms somewhat, but gave only temporary relief.
I had long periods of time, sometimes years, without
severe symptoms. Then I had years of mild to severe
symptoms. During the bad times, I would go back
to the shots. I also tried new medications as they
became available. Theophylline was the main drug
that helped the asthma symptoms. This drug had
side effects similar to drinking many cups of coffee
each day. A side-effect of my medications included
high blood pressure, which had to be treated with
another drug. Even on medicine to treat the asthma
and allergies, I still was unable to do strenuous
activities outside in the cold weather or during
ragweed season.
In the late 1980s my symptoms became
increasingly worse. In 1986, the symptoms were so
severe that even with three medications, the shots,
and the emergency inhalers, I could not breathe
normally. My allergist and primary doctor had
nothing to offer beyond traditional medications, which
were not effective in suppressing the symptoms. My
primary doctor referred me to a dermatologist known
for taking on challenging cases. The dermatologist
enjoyed being the Sherlock Holmes, trying to find the
underlying causes of people’s chronic illnesses. This
doctor had no training in environmental medicine.
This doctor’s specialty was Candida Albicans and
mercury poisoning from fillings.
As a new patient, the dermatologist required
me to fill out a complete description of my diet,

medications and vitamins. I also had to describe the
inside and outside of my home and the surrounding
environment. I was diagnosed with systemic
candidiasis, a yeast infection, in the colon and
throughout the body. I was treated with nystatin.
Because I had asthma, I started with 1/16th of a
capsule daily and build up to 3 capsules daily over
several weeks, due to the risk of anaphylactic shock.
When I got an asthma reaction, I had to flush the
toxins out of my colon. Immediately the asthma
symptoms disappeared. That was a dramatic
demonstration that the toxins released when the
Candida died resulted in an asthmatic reaction. After
this treatment, most asthma symptoms disappeared
and most of my medications were no longer needed.
The next step was to do non-food allergy testing
using provocation/neutralization drops under the
tongue to determine what substances caused my
allergies. In provocation/neutralization, one dosage
level is used to provoke an allergic reaction. If you
are allergic to that material, another dosage level is
used to immediately turn off the reaction.
The next step was to do food testing. I went on a
non-allergic food diet for a couple weeks and then
began reintroducing one test food per day, using
three increasing portions. This uncovered some
interesting reactions. The doctor had simple nondrug remedies for the reactions. One was neuralgia
caused by soybean oil, which showed up 28–32
hours later, and was eliminated using Alka Seltzer
Gold or baking soda. Another reaction was a swelling
in the big toe, which you could not distinguish from
gout. That was caused by cucumber and was relieved
by aspirin and cod liver oil. As a side note, during
this diet and testing period, in which all potatoes,
breads, dairy, pasta, sugar and other grains,
including wheat, were eliminated, I lost 15 pounds.
The doctor educated me on other causes of asthma
attacks, namely the sulfite preservatives in the
desensitization shots I had been taking in the past.
Several forms of sulfites are used as preservatives
in wine and many other processed foods today.
Yellow dye FD&C #5 (tartrazine) is known to cause
asthma attacks. This dye is also used extensively in
many processed foods today. The doctor educated
me on how to live without asthma and without his
assistance. Now how many doctors do you know that
tell their patients that?

The last thing the doctor finally convinced me to
do after two years of visits was to have my mercury
fillings removed. All amalgam fillings start out as an
alloy of 51% mercury, which in the natural state is
highly toxic. Dentists claim it is not toxic in the alloy
form when they put it in your mouth. The problem is
that after years in the mouth, the fillings lose much
of the mercury as methyl mercury vapor, which is
absorbed into the body.
After the initial treatments I described, I was able
to give up the medications, the desensitization shots,
and only use the inhaler sporadically. Before these
treatments, I would go through one or two inhalers
a month and still not be able to breathe easily. Only
after the fillings were removed, did the inhaler usage
go to zero. To this day, the expiration dates come and
go and most of my inhaler is still unused.
My next step on my journey was taken at a clinic
called the Centers for Progressive Medicine. My
treatment started with body cleansing to rid my
body of the many years of toxic buildup. The initial
cleanse was very scary. I used a product called
Ultra Clear, which provides vitamins, minerals
and herbs while fasting. As the toxins came out,
my temperature went to 103, my pulse doubled to
120 and I thought I had the worst case of flu that I
could imagine. That lasted for about 3 days. I do not
recommend that method for an initial cleanse after
many years of toxin buildup. I also went through
hormone rebalancing since my thyroid function was
compromised. After ridding myself of Candida, I was
no longer addicted to sugar, cookies, cake, candy and
other sweets.
So what lessons have I learned on this journey?
First: To make sure you get the most effective
treatment for your symptoms, you must take charge
of your own health. If your doctor is not resolving
your problems, you must find someone who is willing
to explore all alternatives with you to resolve your
conditions.
Second: Over the years, the medications to
treat asthma and allergies have vastly improved to
suppress the symptoms but do nothing to remove the
underlying causes.
Third: A trained medical professional who delves
into and treats the underlying causes of symptoms
and diseases requires much effort on their part as
well as the patient’s part to have lasting results.
Fourth: Body cleansing gets at the root cause
of many diseases–toxic overload. However, these
treatments should be approached very cautiously.
Fifth: Support groups are valuable for participants
to share information on common problems and
concerns.
About this time, I joined the Candida and Multiple
Allergy Support group in Poughkeepsie. This group
and its leader were so helpful to me that I decided to
start an organization in Sun City, Texas. In 2005, I
started an Alternative Healing and Wellness group.
The purpose of the group is to educate the members
about the many alternative healing modalities. In the
group, we view the alternative modalities as being
complementary or integrative along with allopathic
treatments. The group holds monthly meetings,
usually under the direction of an alternative health
practitioner. A second purpose is to provide support
groups for members suffering with different diseases
or symptoms. The meetings provide a place where
they can come together and discuss conditions and
treatments available. A third purpose is to develop
a means of sharing resources where information on
alternative modalities can be found. ◆
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Membership News

Welcome New & Returning Members
District 1–Far SouthWest
Chryseis Blue
Susan Jessee
Kay Matlock
William Saunders
District 2–New River/Roanoke
Gail Anderson
Larry Creech
Virginia Duncan
Barbara Farris
Joni Goldwasser
Dawn Howell
Fran Scartelli
District 3–Central Virginia
Mary Dowell
Rebecca Gray
Heather Humphreys
Shirley Witt
District 4–Southside Hampton Roads
Jynnifer Albano
Andrea Bossous
Rita Chapman
Roshalle Cuffee
Jennifer Donahue
Mikel Fuller
Augusta Harrison
Alverine Mack
Susan Mitchell
Sandralyse Samano
Janelle Smith
Patricia Smith
Teresa Walden
Joan Sparrock
Mary Wilkerson

District 5–Richmond Area
Berkely Allen
Rebecca Douglas
Nancy Doyle
William Hall
Brenda Heathcock
Diana Landeck
Corine Roebuck
Mary Schaeffer
Arden Seay
Christina Thomas
District 6–Mid-Southern Area
Donna Chitwood
Vicki Pickeral
District 7–Piedmont Area
Brigette Cameron
Sharon Fay
Jacqueline Griffin
Sang Lee
Rebecca Mance
Melissa Marinelarena
Sharon Parrish
Georgene Turner
District 8–Northern Virginia
JoAnne Beck
Jennifer Byerly
Debra Cannon
Patricia Church
Marisela Clark
Rebecca Colt-Ferguson
Joyce Darkoh-Mills
Wanda Frederick
Sonji Gall
Louise Gedeo

Cindy Hack
Lila Hahn
Deena Hollingsworth
Antoinette Hudson
Donna Hyland
Natasha Jaramillo
Kathleen Pelkofski
Natalie Pelland
Dawn Rigney
Phyllis Smith
Kimberly Sundland
Elizabeth Szurgyi
Nana Tetteh
Nina Trocky
Wendy Unison-Pace
Randall Walker
Deborah Zeller
District 9–Mid-Western Area
Glenda Wolfe
District 10–Peninsula Area
Twila Driver
Amy Feurer
Patricia LeBlanc
Beatrice Phillips
Cassandra Roberts
District 11–Eastern Shore
District 12–Northern Shenandoah Valley
Elizabeth Barry
Cheryl Jordan
Beth Speelman
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State Nurses Association Membership Application
8515 Georgia Avenue • Silver Spring, MD 20910 • (301) 628-5000

DATE _________________

___________________________________________________________ 		_____________________________________
Last Name/First Name/Middle Initial			Home Phone Number		

_

___________________________________________________________ 		_____________________________________
Credentials
		Work Phone Number		

__________________________
Basic School of Nursing

Preferred Contact:

Home _____

Work _____

______________________________________
Fax Number

___________________________
Graduation (Month/Year)

___________________________________________________________ 		_____________________________________
Home Address
Date of Birth

__________________________
RN License Number/State

___________________________________________________________
_ __________________________________________________________________
Home Address			E-mail
____________________________________________________________ 		
City/State/Zip
County

_____ UAN Member?

_____ Not a Member of Collective Bargaining Unit

___________________________________________________________
Employer Name		

_ __________________________________________________________________
_Member of Collective Bargaining Unit other than UAN? (Please specify)

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Employer Address
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Employer City/State/Zip Code
Membership Category (check one)
M

❏

Full Membership Dues—$244.00
❏ Employed - Full Time
❏ Employed - Part Time

R

Reduced Membership Dues—$122.00
❏ Not Employed
❏ Full Time Student
❏ New graduate from basic nursing
		
education program, within six months
		
after graduation (first membership 		
		
year only)
❏ 62 years of age or over and not
		
earning more than Social Security
		
allows
S

Special Membership Dues—$61.00
❏ 62 years of age or over and not
		
employed
❏ Totally disabled

Please Note: $5.42 of the CMA member dues
is for subscription to The American Nurse. $16
is for subscription to the American Journal of
Nursing. Various amounts are for subscriptions
to CMA/DNA newsletters. Please check with
your CMA office for exact amount.
State nurses association dues are not
deductible as charitable contributions for
tax purposes, but may be deductible as a
business expense. However, that percentage
of dues used for lobbying by the CMA is not
deductible as a business expense. Please
check with your CMA for the correct amount.

Choice of Payment (please check)

❏

E-Pay (Monthly Electronic Payment)
This is to authorize monthly electronic
payments to American Nurses
Association, Inc. (ANA). By signing on the
line, I authorize my Constituent Member
Association (CMA/ANA) to withdraw 1/12
of my annual dues and any additional
service fees from my account.
Checking: Please enclose a check for the
first month’s payment ($20.83); the
account designated by the enclosed
check will be drafted on or after the 15th
each month.

Payment
This is to authorize annual credit card
payments to American Nurses
Association, Inc. (ANA). By signing on the
line, I authorize CMA/ANA to charge the
credit card listed in the credit card
information section for the annual dues on
the 1st day of the month when the annual
renewal is due.
__________________________________________
Annual Credit Card Payment Authorization
Signature * SEE BELOW
Payroll Deduction
This payment plan is available only where
there is an agreement between your
employer and the association to make
such deduction.
__________________________________________
Signature for Payroll Deduction
❏

❏

Credit Card: Please complete the credit
card information below and this credit
card will be debited on or after the1st day
of each month.

________________________________________
Monthly Electronic Deduction
Authorization Signature * SEE BELOW
Full Annual Payment
Membership Investment
_______
ANA-PAC (Optional—
$20.04 suggested)
_______
Total Dues and Contributions _______
Online: www.NursingWorld.org
(Credit Card Only)
❏ Check (payable to ANA)
❏ Visa ❏ MasterCard

credit card information
__________________________________________
Bank Card Number and Expiration Date
__________________________________________
Authorization Signature
❏ Automated Annual Credit Card
__________________________________________
Printed Name
Amount: $______________________

Please mail your completed application
with your payment to VNA or to:
AMERICAN NURSES ASSOCIATION
Customer and Member Billing
P.O. Box 17026
Baltimore, MD 21297-0405
* By signing the Monthly Electronic Deduction
Authorization, or the Automatic Annual
Credit Card Payment Authorization, you are
authorizing ANA to change the amount of
$10.33 by giving the above-signed thirty (30)
days advance written notice. Above signed
may cancel this authorization upon receipt
by ANA of written notification of termination
twenty (20) days prior to deduction date
designated above. Membership will continue
unless this notification is received. ANA will
charge a $5 fee for any returned drafts or
chargebacks.

to be completed by sNa:
Employer Code ________________________
__________ __________ ___________
STATE
DIST
REG

Approved By _____________ Date ________

Expiration Date ________ / ________
Month
Year

$ ___________________________________
AMOUNT ENCLOSED
CHECK #

Sponsor, if applicable ____________________
SNA membership # ______________________

membership application

